
STRATEGIC THOUGHT LEADERS
Haynes and Boone aims to promote the thought leadership of its great attorneys while also 
facilitating connections to global resources, in a continuous effort to serve as a quality partner 
to its network of clients and contacts. By building relationships with global strategic thought 
leaders, the Precision Medicine and Digital Health (PMDH) group strives to provide Haynes and 
Boone’s clients and network links to a platform of third-party advisors of various geographic and 
business focuses to serve as additional resources.

R&D RIBITZKY
R&D Ribitzky delivers cross-functional advisory expertise to bring 
together clinical and business, science and technology, digital experience 
and product development, sales and marketing, and ecosystem enabling 
to its clients globally. R&D Ribitzky serves private and public-sector 
investors, startups and enterprise teams with access to strategic services to help accelerate digital 
health and precision medicine innovation. 

rdribitzky.com

IASO VENTURES
Iaso Ventures is the nation’s first venture capital firm focused exclusively on 
the neuroscience and mental health sector. Iaso Ventures’ team of healthcare 
investors, executives and neuroscientists has decades of sector-specific 
investing and operating experience and provides an extensive network for deal 
sourcing, due diligence, and accelerated value creation. Iaso Ventures also operates a studio for 
venture creation and acceleration, which works with game-changing companies both at the early 
and growth stages, helping them to reach the next value inflection point at an accelerated pace. 

iasoventures.com

The PMDH group provides links to these third-party advisors for convenient access to strategic thought leaders and general 
informational purposes only. The posting of such links does not constitute legal advice, a solicitation to provide legal or 
advisory services, or an endorsement of these third-party advisors. Haynes and Boone does not receive payments from, or 
make payments to, these third-party advisors for posting these links. Accessing these links and/or engaging these third-party 
advisors is your decision and at your discretion. The descriptions provided for each advisor was provided by each advisor.
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